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ORGANIZING COOFERATIVE MARKETING A3SQCIATIONS

"SurveyoftheSituation.-—Well-managedbusinessconcernsconsiderallangles

sf the situation before launching a new enterprise. If it is a question of locating

a» manufacturing plant, attention will be given to such factors as financing. sources

of raw materials, iransportation facilities and rates, sites available, power, laber,

and distance to principal outlets. The matter of locations for new retail stores is

frequently studied very carefully to arrive at the irade available, the number and

class of people passing points under consideration, competition, future develonmeni,

direction of growth of city, and similar factors of vital importance.

"A gurvey of this character in a region where cooperative marketing is under

sonsideration should seek to supply reliable information on pertinent points. such as

he following:

nl, Existing Marketing Methods and Fagilities.--Are these methods satisfac~-

tory in the quality of service and results cbtained? Is there room for improvement

‘nd can improvements nesded be brought about by a cooperative marketing association?

"2. Need Felt For Cocperative Marketinz.--Do the farmers feel a real need for

sooperative marketing? Are they vitally interested in it? Is their attitude favor

sble? Are they interested in coopsrative marketing as a resull of misguided enthusi-

sm? Or, is their interest based on an understanding of the real possibilities of

sooperative marketing?

"3, Amount of Busingss Available.—-Is there sufficient business to support an

vrganization? What proportion of the business is available to an grganization? What

ire the prospects for the future?

"4. CapitalapdFinancing.-—W®hatequipmentwillbeneeded?Whatwillitcost?

How will money be obtained? How much operating capital is needed? How may this be

sbtained?

"5. Local Leadership.~—Are there natural leaders among the farmers interested?

1:11 these leaders take part? Have they the necessary ability? What is lhe attitude

vf local bankers and others?

"6. Results Possible.-~What are reasonable expectations of savings possible?

That direct effect on prices is possible? What indirect effects through better grad-

ing, higher quality and improved distribution are probable?

"Tt is not to be expected that all of these questions can be answered in

ainute detail in advance, but they suggest a number of peints which are worthy of

sareful consideration and analysis when a cooperative marketing organization is being

sonsidered. With a correct analysis of such detaile befere them, farmers will not

nake the mistake of starting an organization for which there is no business available


